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Abstract—We address the problem of estimating time and
frequency shifts of a known waveform in the presence of multiple
measurement vectors (MMVs). This problem naturally arises in
radar imaging and wireless communications. Specifically, a signal
ensemble is observed, where each signal of the ensemble is formed
by a superposition of a small number of scaled, time-delayed,
and frequency shifted versions of a known waveform sharing
the same continuous-valued time and frequency components.
The goal is to recover the continuous-valued time-frequency
pairs from a small number of observations. In this work, we
propose a semidefinite programming which exactly recovers s
pairs of time-frequency shifts from L regularly spaced samples
per measurement vector under a minimum separation condition
between the time-frequency shifts. Moreover, we prove that the
number s of time-frequency shifts scales linearly with the number
L of samples up to a log-factor. Extensive numerical results
are also provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method over the single measurement vectors (SMVs) problem. In
particular, we find that our approach leads to a relaxed minimum
separation condition and reduced number of required samples.
Index Terms—Atomic norm minimization, super-resolution,
multiple measurement vectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
OVer the past few years, there has been a growing interestin using super-resolution, a tool for recovering the high-
resolution information from low-pass data. This technique is
shown to be useful in many applications such as radar imaging
[1], astronomy [2], communication systems [3], geophysics
[4], microscopy [5] and also in the direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation [6], [7] in which the aim is to estimate the directions
of narrow-band sources by an array of sensors.
In this work, we study the problem of using an antenna
array to estimate the time delays and Doppler (frequency)
shifts of a known waveform. This problem naturally occurs
in active radar imaging [8], [9] and multi-path channel iden-
tification in wireless communications [9]. More precisely, in
these applications, a known waveform xptq is transmitted and
reflections from moving sources are received at the R-element
antenna array. Writing in mathematical terms, we observe a
signal ensemble
ymptq “
sÿ
j“1
bjmxpt´ τ jqei2piνjt, m “ 1, ..., R, (1)
at the array where R is the number of array elements, bjm is
the attenuation factor corresponding to the time-Doppler shifts
pτ j , νjq, and s is the number of moving sources. In active
radar imaging, estimating delay and Doppler shifts provides
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valuable information about the location and relative velocity of
the targets in the scene. Besides, in wireless communications
[9], model (1) represents a scenario where a mobile user
is rapidly moving and sends a known training sequence to
a base station (BS) for channel estimation and equalization
purposes. In case that the communication channel is frequency
selective, the signal arrives at the BS with multiple different
delays and Doppler shifts. Estimating the delays and Doppler
shifts is necessary for BS in order to remove the inter-symbol
interference.
By taking regularly spaced samples of yptq in model (1) (see
Section (II) for a detailed description), we have a measurement
vector at each antenna composed of L samples. Considering a
R-element antenna array, we encounter multiple measurement
vectors (MMVs) by assuming that the delay-Doppler pairs re-
main fixed at the output of array. It is worth mentioning that the
aforementioned method for accessing MMVs is different from
what has been considered in the literature (see for example
[10], [11]), since, there, MMVs refer to multiple snapshots in
the time domain. However, here we assume R measurements
are observed via an R-element antenna array. It is also possible
to have multiple measurements in time (alternatively meant to
be multiple snapshots) by choosing the probing signal xptq to
be periodic1. There are, however, a few constraints imposed
by practical scenarios: The probing signal xptq has finite band-
width B, the received signals at the array are only observed
during a finite interval of length T , the delay-Doppler pairs
has finite support, i.e. pτ j , νjq P r´T2 , T2 s ˆ r´B2 , B2 s. By
the latter assumptions, and since the effective support of the
probing signal in the time and frequency domain must be
greater than the delay-Doppler shifts, xptq and yptq must
be both approximately time- and band-limited. Hence, the
natural resolution limit, i.e. the accuracy up to which pτ j , νjq
can be uniquely resolved, is 1B and
1
T in the delay and
Doppler directions, respectively. This resolution limit can be
achieved by using a standard digital matched filter in order
to identify the delay-Doppler pairs. In this paper, we show
that this resolution limit can be broken by assuming that the
delay-Doppler pair pτ j , νjq can take any continuous values
in r´T2 , T2 s ˆ r´B2 , B2 s and is not constrained to be on a
predefined domain of grids which is the case in the well-known
theory of compressed sensing (CS) [12]. Specifically, using the
on-grid assumption in CS, `1,2 minimization can be applied
to recover the unknowns pτ j , νjq from MMVs. However,
most CS-based methods2 including `1,2 minimization needs
1See [9, Appendix H] for a detailed discussion.
2See e.g. [13], [14].
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2incoherence property which does not generally hold when the
grids are fine and hence we encounter an unavoidable basis
mismatch between on-the-grid and true delay-Doppler pairs.
Our goal in this paper is to estimate the continuous delay-
Doppler pairs pτ j , νjq, j “ 1, ..., s from these MMVs. To
achieve this goal, we propose general atomic norm problems
(inspired by [15]) for two-dimensional (2D) super-resolution
in the noise-free and noisy cases equipped with MMVs. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, super-resolving 2D continuous
parameters from MMVs using the concepts of atomic norm
minimization has not been addressed before and indeed most
of the prior works can be seen as a special case of it.
Further, our proposed problems can be viewed as a continuous
counterpart of `1,2 minimization in CS. However, unlike `1,2
which is designed for recovering one on-grid parameter, our
framework, instead, is seeking to recover two continuous off-
grid unknowns (i.e. delay-Doppler pairs). We show that our
proposed atomic norm problems can be efficiently solved using
semidefinite programming and the continuous delay-Doppler
shifts3 can be exactly recovered. Moreover, we theoretically
prove that if we take L noise-free samples per measurement
vector, up to Op LlogpL6T q q delay-Doppler pairs can be exactly
recovered with high probability using our proposed method
provided that a certain minimum separation condition between
the time-frequency shifts is satisfied. Numerical results also
demonstrate that our proposed approach leads to improved
(relaxed) minimum separation condition compared to the case
of single measurement vector (SMV) problem proposed in [9]
in both noise-free and noisy cases. Besides, we show that
under a fixed minimum separation between the delay-Doppler
pairs, the number of required samples for successful and robust
recovery decreases.
A. Related Works and Key Differences
Conventional subspace-based methods such as MUSIC and
ESPRIT [16], [17], assume that the signal amplitudes bjm
are uncorrelated and the covariance matrix corresponding to
samples of each array element is low-rank. The performance
of these approaches are prone to be corrupted against noise
and correlations between sources bjm.
The theory of super-resolution using convex optimization
is first initiated by Candes et al. in [18]. They propose a
problem for recovering off-grid time-domain spikes from low-
pass Fourier measurements in the SMV case. They show that
the continuous spikes in the time domain can be exactly
recovered by solving semidefinite programming provided that
a minimum separation between sources is satisfied.
Tang et al. in [19] study super-resolution problem in the
framework of CS. They propose an atomic norm minimization
where the frequency spikes of a signal are recovered from
its partial time-domain samples. Their work can be regarded
as the continuous counterpart of `1 minimization in CS. The
difference with [18] lies in the fact that they consider only
partial random observations rather than full observations in
[18].
3Throughout, we occasionally use time-frequency shifts instead of delay-
Doppler shifts.
Hyder et al. propose a non-convex algorithm based on
smoothed `0,24 to extract the joint (common) sparsity pattern
of 1D signals from MMVs. They investigate both narrow-
band and broad-band DOA estimation and show that using
MMVs allows a larger sensor spacing than the smallest half-
wavelength of the signal in case of broad-band signal. Unlike
the subspace-based methods, this method does not require the
number of 1D sources in advance. However, the DOAs are
assumed on-the-grid which somewhat limits the applicability
of the method. Moreover, an issue associated with this non-
convex approach is that its stability against measurement noise
is not assured.
Yang et al. in [11] study recovering signals which share
the same 1D frequency parameter from MMVs. They propose
an atomic norm framework to solve this problem and study
the advantage of using MMVs over SMV. They show that the
availability of MMVs results in relaxed minimum separation
condition and reduced number of required measurements. The
observed signal is scaled samples of the sum of s sinusoids
and coincides with model (1) when the delays are ignored or
alternatively when we have only frequency shifts. However,
most of the proof techniques in [11] can not be applied to
model (1). In particular, our atomic framework and choice
of atoms (which turns to be a multiplication of two Dirichlet
kernel) are completely different from that in [11], since model
(1) deals with two unknown parameters in two different
domains (i.e. time and frequency shifts). In fact, 1D methods
(e.g. in [17], [18]) can not be used for proofs in 2D case.
Li et al. in [10] investigate the benefit of incorporating
MMVs into off-the-grid frequency estimation and denoising.
They develop an atomic norm minimization that aims to
estimate and denoise spectrally sparse signals from partial
noisy MMVs. They provide numerical experiments showing
the performance gain of their method over SMV when the
number of measurement vectors increases. They obtain a
performance guaranty to denoise MMV signals which share
common 1D frequency components. Their analysis and proofs
extend the results of [19] for MMV signals for 1D frequency
estimation. Again, their proof approach fails to apply for
estimating 2D time-frequency shifts.
Heckel et al. in [9] tackle the problem of identifying time-
frequency shifts in radar scenario. The observed signal at
receiver is a scaled superposition of time and frequency shifted
versions of a known waveform. Thus, their model can be
regarded as a special case of our model (1) where only one
element is used at the array. Specifically, an atomic norm
approach is provided to recover the continuous delay-Doppler
pairs using SMV. As opposed to what is done in [9], we benefit
from the common atomic sparsity pattern of MMVs at the
outputs of the sensor array. Our work can be viewed as an
extension of the SMV work [9] to the MMV case. However,
this nontrivial generalization comes with major mathematical
differences, of which we can mention the uniqueness proof
of our proposed atomic problem that deals with vector-valued
dual polynomials which is much more challenging than the
scalar-valued polynomial used in [9].
4A function that promotes the number of blocks with non-zero `2 norm.
3There also exist other works that might be somehow rel-
evant to our work such as [20] which deals with recovering
three continuous parameters in multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) scenario. However, besides the fact that their model
is different from ours, their work does not use the availability
of MMVs.
B. Outline and Notations
Throughout the paper, scalars are denoted by lowercase
letters, vectors by lowercase boldface letters, and matrices
by uppercase boldface letters. The kth element of a vector
x is denoted by xpkq. The absolute value of a scalar,
the element-wise absolute value of a vector and the
cardinality of a set are shown by | ¨ |. The infinity norm is
}z}8 “ max
k
|zk|. In addition, } ¨ }1, } ¨ }2 and } ¨ }F are
reserved for `1, `2 and Frobenius norms, respectively. We
define }A} :“ max}v}2“1 }Av}2 and }A}2,8 := maxj }aj}2,
where aj denotes the j-th row of a matrix A. The operator
x¨, ¨yR stands for the real part of the inner product of
two vectors. We use a 2D index for vectors or matrices.
Indeed, by rzspk,lq, k, l “ ´N, ..., N , we mean that z “
rzp´N,´Nq, zp´N,´N`1q, ..., zp´N,Nq, zp´N`1,´Nq, ..., zpN,Nqs.
The operators trp¨q and p¨qH represent the trace and Hermitian
of a matrix, respectively. x˚ is the conjugate of x. To show
that A is a positive semidefinite matrix, we write A ľ 0.
Er¨s and Pr¨s denote the expectation and probability of an
event, respectively. SR´1 “ tϕ P CRˆ1 : }ϕ}2 “ 1u denote
the unit complex or real sphere. Finally, we use numerical
constants c, c˜, c1, c1, c2, ... which take on different values at
different places.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND RECOVERY VIA CONVEX
OPTIMIZATION
As we assumed earlier, pτ¯j , ν¯jq P r´T2 , T2 sˆ rB2 , B2 s. Based
on 2BT -Theorem [21], [22], we can take samples of ymptq
in the interval r´T2 , T2 s at rate 1B . So, we totally have L :“
BT samples5 of the form (see Appendix A for a detailed
derivation):
ypm “
sÿ
j“1
bjm
Nÿ
k,l“´N
D
N
p lL ´ τjqDN p kL ´ νjqxp´lei2pip
kp
L q
p “ ´N, ..., N L “ 2N ` 1, m “ 1, ..., R, (2)
where
DN ptq :“ 1L
Nÿ
k“´N
ei2pitk (3)
is the Dirichlet kernel. τj :“ τjT and νj :“ νjB are the
normalized time-frequency shifts, respectively. xl is the l-th
sample of the probing signal xptq and is assumed to be L-
periodic. It is easy to verify that pτj , νjq P r´ 12 , 12 s2. Due to
the periodicity property, without loss of generality, we assume
that pτj , νjq P r0, 1s2. Define atoms a P CL2ˆ1 with elements
raprqspk,lq “ DN p lL ´ τqDN p kL ´ νq, r “ rτ, νsJ, (4)
k, l “ ´N, ..., N.
5Without loss of generality, we assume that L is an odd integer.
By using the definition of Dirichlet kernel in (3), the atoms
a P CL2ˆ1 can also be reformulated as
aprq “ FHfprq, (5)
where rfprqspm,nq :“ e´i2pipmτ`nνq, and FH is the inverse
2D discrete Fourier transform whose entries are given by
rFHspk,lq,pm,nq :“ 1L2 ei2pip
mk`nl
L q. (6)
The relation (2) can be reformulated in matrix form as
Y “ GX P CLˆR, (7)
where
X “
sÿ
j“1
aprj)bHj “
sÿ
j“1
cjaprj ,ϕjq “
sÿ
j“1
cjaprjqϕHj ,
rj :“ rτj , νjsJ, (8)
bHj “ rbj1, ..., bjRs P C1ˆR is the attenuation vector, cj “
}bj}2 ą 0, and ϕj “ c´1j bj P SR´1. Here, G P CLˆL
2
is the
Gabor matrix whose elements are given by
rGsp,pk,lq :“ xp´lei2pip kpL q, k, l, p “ ´N, ..., N. (9)
We observe from (8) that X P CL2ˆR is a sparse combination
of a few matrix atoms aprj ,ϕjq, j “ 1, ..., s belonging to the
atomic set
A :“ tapr,ϕq :“ aprqϕH : r P r0, 1s2, ϕ P SR´1u.
Hence, to extract X P CL2ˆR from the underdetermined
observations Y P CLˆR, inspired by [15], we propose the
atomic norm minimization
min
ZPCL2ˆR
}Z}A subject to Y “ GZ, (10)
where the atomic norm }X}A is defined as
}X}A :“ inftt ą 0 : X P t convpAqu “
inft
ÿ
j
cj : X “
ÿ
j
cjaprj ,ϕjq, cj ą 0, rj P r0, 1s2u, (11)
and convpAq denotes the convex hull of A.
III. MAIN RESULT
In the following, we state our main result which provides
conditions for exact recovery of X in (10).
Theorem 1. Suppose that the entries of the probing signal
xl , l “ ´N, ..., N , are i.i.d. random variables distributed as
N p0, 1L q where L “ 2N ` 1. Let Y P CLˆR be the observed
matrix at the R-element antenna array as in (7) i.e.
Y “ GX P CLˆR, X “
ÿ
rjPS
cjaprj ,ϕjq (12)
with L ą 1024. Here,G is the Gabor matrix defined in (9) and
S is the location of delay-Doppler pairs corresponding to X .
Fix δ ą 0. Assume that ϕj , j “ 1, ..., s are independent and
uniformly distributed on the unit sphere SR´1 with Erϕjs “ 0
4and that the set of time-frequency shifts S “ tr1, r2, ..., rsu Ă
r0, 1s2 obeys the minimum separation condition
maxp
ˇˇˇ
τj ´ τj1
ˇˇˇ
,
ˇˇˇ
νj ´ νj1
ˇˇˇ
q ě 2.38N , (13)
@pτj , νjq, pτj1 , νj1q P S with j ‰ j1. (14)
Moreover, assume that
s ď c L
log3pL
6R
δ q
(15)
where c is a constant. Then, with probability at least 1 ´ δ,
X is the unique solution of (10).
Proof. See Appendix C.
The proof of Theorem 1 is built upon constructing a
certain dual certificate for (10). In the following proposition,
we describe the desired form of a valid vector-valued dual
certificate which guaranties the optimality of X in (10).
Proposition 1. Assume that Y “ GX with X “ř
rjPS cjaprj ,ϕjq where S is the location of delay-Doppler
pairs corresponding to X . If there exists a vector-valued dual
polynomial q : r0, 1s2 Ñ CRˆ1,
qprq “ ΛHGaprq (16)
satisfying
qprjq “ ϕj , rj P S,
}qprq}2 ď 1, r P r0, 1s2zS, (17)
then X is the optimal solution of (10).
The problem (10) involves finding infinitely many variables
and can not be directly solved. To practically solve (10),
we first obtain its dual formulation obtained from a standard
Lagrangian approach (e.g. see [23, Chapter 6]):
max
ΛPCLˆR
Re xΛ,Y yF subject to
››GHΛ››dA ď 1, (18)
where Λ “ rΛpms P CLˆR,m “ 1, ..., R, p “ ´N, ..., N and
}V }dA :“ sup}Z}Aď1
RexV ,Zy (19)
is the dual norm. Hence, using (5), we have
}GHΛ}dA “ sup}ϕ}2“1
rPr0,1s2
xGHΛ,aprqϕHyF “
sup
}ϕ}2“1
rPr0,1s2
xϕ, pFGHΛqHfprqy “ sup
rPr0,1s2
}pFGHΛqHfprq}2,
(20)
where we used Holder inequality in the last step. Hence, the
constraint of (18) becomes equivalent to
}pFGHΛqHfprq}22 “
Rÿ
m“1
ˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
k,l“´N
rFGHΛspk,lq,mei2pipkτ`lνq
ˇˇˇˇ2
ď 1, @r P r0, 1s2. (21)
By replacing (21), the dual problem (18) involves infinitely
many constraints. The following proposition which is an
adaptation of [24, Proposition 2.4] and [25, Corollary 4.27]
provides a tractable sufficient condition for the constraint (21).
Proposition 2. Let P “ rPpk,lq,ms be a matrix in P CL2ˆR
with k, l “ ´N, ..., N, m “ 1, ..., R, L “ 2N ` 1. If
Rÿ
m“1
|
Nÿ
k,l“´N
Ppk,lq,mei2pipkτ`lνq|2 ď 1, @r P r0, 1s2,
then there exists a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix Q P
CL2ˆL2 obeying„
Q P
PH IR

ľ 0, traceppΘk bΘlqQq “ δpk,lq,
@k, l “ ´N, ..., N, (22)
where
δpk,lq :“
"
1, pk, lq “ p0, 0q,
0, o.w.
*
is the indicator function and Θk stands for the Toeplitz matrix
composed of ones on the k-th diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
By exploiting Proposition 2, the dual problem (18) is relaxed
to the following semidefinite programming (SDP):
max
ΛPCLˆR
QPCL2ˆL2 ,Qľ0
RexΛ,Y yF subject to
„
Q FGHΛ
ΛHGFH IR

ľ 0, traceppΘk bΘlqQq “ δpk,lq,
@k, l “ ´N, ..., N, (23)
Remark 1. The problem (23) is only a relaxation for (18).
In fact, the size of Q could be larger than L2 ˆ L2, since
the sum of squares expression of a bivariate positive trigono-
metric polynomial with degree pL,Lq might have factors with
degree greater than the minimum degree pL,Lq. However, as
simulation results of [9], [25] indicate, relaxations of minimal
degree often lead to optimal solutions in practice6.
When the measurements are contaminated with noise, i.e.
Y “ GX `W , we solve the following problem:
min
Z
}Z}A subject to }Y ´GZ}F ď η, (24)
where η is an upper-bound on the standard deviation of noise.
Moreover, the SDP problem in this case takes the form
max
ΛPCLˆR
QPCL2ˆL2 ,Qľ0
Re xΛ,YyF ´ η}Λ}F subject to
„
Q FGHΛ
ΛHGFH IR

ľ 0, trppΘk bΘlqQq “ δpk,lq,
@k, l “ ´N, ..., N, (25)
Now, we are ready to state the procedure of finding delay-
Doppler pairs from the dual solution in both noiseless and
noisy cases. Write the vector-valued dual polynomial
qprq “ pΛHGaprq, (26)
where pΛ is the solutions of the SDP problems (23) and (25).
Proposition 1 suggests that an estimate pS of the set of delay-
Doppler pairs S can be obtained frompS “ tr P r0, 1s2 ˇˇ}qprq}2 “ 1u. (27)
6See [9, Section 6] and [25, Remark 3.6] for a detailed discussion.
5Fig. 1: Noiseless case. The true sources are located at r1 “ p0.2, 0.5q, r2 “
p0.8, 0.5q. We set N “ 4 and solve (23). Top and bottom images show
}qprq}2 for SMV (R “ 1) and MMV (R “ 10) cases, respectively. Red
markers show where }qprq}2 equals one.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we consider the benefits of using MMVs
in both noiseless and noisy cases. Let the probing signal
xl, l “ ´N, ..., N and the coefficients bjm be drawn from
i.i.d. uniform distribution on the complex unit sphere. Choose
N “ 4. First, in top and bottom of Figure 1, we consider
two time-frequency shifts in locations r1 “ p0.2, 0.5q and
r2 “ p0.8, 0.5q with R “ 1 and R “ 10, respectively. We
implement the problem (23) via SDPT3 in CVX package
[26] and plot }qprq}2 where qprq is obtained from (26).
Then, according to (27), we estimate time-frequency shifts
by checking where }qprq}2 achieves one. As it turns out
from top and bottom images of Figure 1, while the SMV
case (R “ 1) fails and find spurious sources, the MMV case
(R “ 10) localize the delay-Doppler pairs correctly. This
in turn shows that using more antenna arrays improves the
recovery performance for a fixed and weak time-frequency
minimum separation. In the second experiment, we check a
case where the sources are closer to each other as shown
in top and bottom images of Figures 2. Again, we can see
the superiority of using MMV (R “ 30) over SMV. All in
all, one can infer from Figures 1 and 2 that under a fixed
number of measurements N “ 4, benefiting more MMVs
can make the required minimum separation condition weaker
(alternatively leading to a more relaxed condition). In the third
experiment, we examine the noisy case where we consider
complex noise W with i.i.d. Gaussian elements such that the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) defined as SNR “ }Y }2F}W }2F is equal
to 10 dB. We choose two delay-Doppler pairs r1 “ p0.2, 0.5q
and r2 “ p0.8, 0.5q and implement (25) with η “ 0.8. As
shown in top and bottom images of Figure 3, increasing the
array elements (from R “ 1 in the top image to R “ 50 in
the bottom image) can improve the recovery performance of
delay-Doppler pairs.
Fig. 2: Noiseless case. The true sources are located at r1 “ p0.2, 0.2q and
r2 “ p0.3, 0.3q. We set N “ 4 and solve (23). Top and bottom images show
}qprq}2 for SMV (R “ 1) and MMV (R “ 30) cases, respectively. Red
markers show where }qprq}2 equals one.
Fig. 3: Noisy case. The true sources are located at r1 “ p0.2, 0.2q, r2 “
p0.3, 0.3q. We set N “ 4, η “ 0.8,SNR “ 10dB and solve (25). Top and
bottom images show }qprq}2 for SMV (R “ 1) and MMV (R “ 50) cases,
respectively. Red markers show where }qprq}2 equals one.
APPENDIX A
EQUIVALENCE OF (1) AND (2)
By sampling at rate 1B , the equation (1) can be displayed
as follows:
ymp pB q “
sÿ
j“1
bjmxp pB ´ τ jqei2piνj
p
B , p “ ´N, ..., N, (28)
we know that (by applying the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT) to x):
xp pB ´ τjTBB q “ xp pB ´ τjLB q “ xrp´ τjLs
“ 1L
Nÿ
k“´N
´ Nÿ
l“´N
xrlse´ i2piklL
¯
e´
i2piτjLk
L e
i2pikp
L . (29)
6Substituting (29) into (28) leads to
yp pB q “ 1L
sÿ
j“1
bjm
Nÿ
k“´N
´ Nÿ
l“´N
xrlse´ i2piklL
¯
e´
i2piτjLk
L
e
i2pikp
L ei2piνjp “
sÿ
j“1
bjm
1
L
Nÿ
k,l“´N
xrlse i2pikpp´lqL
ei2pirpνj´kτjs “
sÿ
j“1
bjme
i2pipνj 1
L
Nÿ
l“´N
Nÿ
k“´N
xrls
ei2pir
p´l
L ´τjsk “
sÿ
j“1
bjme
i2pipνj 1
L
p`Nÿ
n“p´N
Nÿ
k“´N
xrp´ ns,
ei2pir
n
L´τjsk p “ ´N, ..., N, m “ 1, ..., R. (30)
By using the definition (3), the fact that
Nÿ
k“´N
DN p kL ´ νjqe
i2pipk
L “ ei2pipνj , (31)
and the periodicity property of xl, (30) becomes
ymp pB q “
sÿ
j“1
bjme
i2pipνj 1
L
Nÿ
l“´N
Nÿ
k“´N
xrl ´ psei2pir lL´τjsk
“
sÿ
j“1
bjme
i2pipνj
Nÿ
l“´N
xrl ´ psDN p lL ´ τjq
“
sÿ
j“1
bjm
Nÿ
k“´N
DN p kL ´ νjqe
i2pipk
L
Nÿ
l“´N
xrl ´ ps
¨DN p lL ´ τjq “
sÿ
j“1
bjm
Nÿ
k,l“´N
DN p kL ´ νjqDN p lL ´ τjqxl´pe
i2pipk
L . (32)
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We begin with Λ which lies in the feasible set of (18), since
due to (20) and the assumptions (17), we have:
}GHΛ}dA “ sup
rPr0,1s2
}qprq}2 ď 1. (33)
We proceed by writing
}X}A ě }GHΛ}dA}X}A
pIqě Re xGHΛ,XyF “ Re xΛ,Y yF “
Re xΛ,G
ÿ
rjPS
cjaprjqϕHj yF “
ÿ
rjPS
Re cjxϕj ,ϕjy pIIq“ÿ
rjPS
cj “ }X}A, (34)
where the inequality pIq is due to (33), and the equality pIIq
stems from the assumptions in (17). The latter relation shows
that all the inequalities must be turned into equality. Thus,
RexΛ,Y y “ }X}A which in turn shows that pX,Λq are
primal-dual optimal solutions. For uniqueness, we argue by
contradiction and assume that there exists another optimal
primal solution xX “ řrjP pS pcjaprjq pϕHj where pS ‰ S. It
holds that
}xX}A “ Re xΛ,GxXy “ Re xΛ,G ÿ
rjP pS
pcjaprjq pϕHj y “ÿ
rjPS
Re pcjx pϕj , qprjqy ` ÿ
rjP pSzS
Re pcjx pϕj , qprjqy ă ÿ
rjP pS
pcj
“ }xX}A, (35)
where we used the assumptions in (17) in the last inequality.
Hence, we have a contradiction and pS “ S . As a consequence,
since aprjq, rj P S are linearly independent, the optimal
primal solution is unique.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by constructing 2D
vector-valued dual polynomial q satisfying (17). Without loss
of generality, we assume that N is even and define the squared
Fejer kernel
Kptq :“ 1M
Nÿ
k“´N
gke
i2pitk :“
´
sinpMpitq
M sinppitq
¯4
, M “ N2 ` 1,
(36)
where gk is the discrete convolution of two triangular func-
tions. First, in the following, we construct a deterministic dual
polynomial satisfying (17) which is later used in our analysis:
qprq “
sÿ
j“1
αjGpr ´ rjq ` βjGp1,0qpr ´ rjq`
γjG
p0,1qpr ´ rjq, (37)
where the coefficients αj ,βj ,γj P CRˆ1, Gpm,nq “ BmBnGBτmBνn
and Gprq :“ KpτqKpνq. An important requirement for the
condition (17) to hold, is that qprq reaches the local maxima
by choosing the specific coefficients αj ,βj ,γj satisfying
qprjq “ ϕj , @rj P S
qp1,0qprjq “ 0 P CRˆ1, @rj P S
qp0,1qprjq “ 0 P CRˆ1, @rj P S, (38)
where qpm,nqprq :“ BmBnqBτmBνn . Now, we construct the random
polynomial qprq with function Gpm,nqpr, rjq,m, n “ 0, 1 as
qprq “
sÿ
j“1
αjGp0,0qpr, rjq ` βjGp1,0qpr, rjq
` γjGp0,1qpr, rjq, (39)
where the coefficients αk,βk,γk are such that:
qprjq “ ϕj , @rj P S
qp1,0qprjq “ 0 P CRˆ1, @rj P S
qp0,1qprjq “ 0 P CRˆ1, @rj P S (40)
and G :“ EG is the expectation of kernel G. The dual
polynomial q in (39) can be regarded as a random version
of q in (37) with the randomness introduced by x.
7A. Choice of coefficients
We choose the coefficients αj ,βj ,γj to construct qprq such
that (40) holds with high probability. Writing (37) in matrix
form, yields»—– D
p0,0q
κ´1Dp1,0q κ´1Dp0,1q
´κ´1Dp1,0q ´κ´2Dp2,0q ´κ´2Dp1,1q
´κ´1Dp0,1q ´κ´2Dp1,1q ´κ´2Dp0,2q
fiffifl
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
D
»– ακβ
κγ
fifl “
»–Φ0
0
fifl ,
(41)
where pκ2 “ |K2p0q| “
b
pi2
3 pN2 ` 4Nq,Kp0q “ 1q and”
D
pm,nqı
κ,j
:“ Gpm,nqprκ ´ rj q, Φ “ rϕ1,ϕ2, . . . ,ϕssJ P
CsˆR , α “ rα1,α2, . . . ,αssJ P CsˆR, β “
rβ1,β2, . . . ,βssJ P CsˆR, γ “ rγ1,γ2, . . . ,γssJ P CsˆR
and D is symmetric because D
p0,0q
, D
p1,1q
,D
p2,0q
, D
p0,2q
are symmetric and D
p1,0q
, D
p0,1q
are antisymmetric. D is
invertible and also the coefficients can be obtained as»– ακβ
κγ
fifl “D´1
»–Φ0
0
fifl “ LΦ, (42)
where L P C3sˆs is the first s columns of D´1.
Proposition 3. [9, Proposition 8.2] D is invertible and››I´D›› ď 0.19808, (43)
››D›› ď 1.19808, (44)
›››D´1››› ď 1.24700. (45)
Next, we choose the coefficients α,β,γ P CsˆR such that
the conditions (40) hold. First, write (39) in matrix form as»——–
D
p0,0q
p0,0q κ
´1Dp0,0qp1,0q κ
´1Dp0,0qp0,1q
´κ´1Dp1,0qp0,0q ´κ´2Dp1,0qp1,0q ´κ´2Dp1,0qp0,1q
´κ´1Dp0,1qp0,0q ´κ´2Dp0,1qp1,0q ´κ´2Dp0,1qp0,1q
fiffiffiflloooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
D
»– ακβ
κγ
fifl “
»–Φ0
0
fifl ,
(46)
where
”
D
pm,nq
pm1,n1q
ı
j,k
:“ Gpm,nqpm1,n1qprj , rkq, Φ “
rϕ1,ϕ2, . . . ,ϕssJ P CsˆR , α “ rα1,α2, . . . ,αssJ,
β “ rβ1,β2, . . . ,βssJ, γ “ rγ1,γ2, . . . ,γssJ, where αj ,
βj , γj P CRˆ1 with j “ 1, . . . , s. To prove the existence
of coefficients α,β,γ, we show that D in (46) is invertible
with high probability. Define the event
ζξ “ t
››D ´D›› ď ξu. (47)
If ζξ occurs with ξ P
`
0, 14
‰
, D is invertible since
}I´D} ď ››D ´D››` ››D ´ I›› ď ξ ` 0.1908 ď 0.4408.
(48)
Hence, αj ,βj ,γj can be given as»– ακβ
κγ
fifl “D´1
»–Φ0
0
fifl “ LΦ, (49)
where L P C3sˆs is the first s columns of D´1. To proceed,
we use the following important lemma about the concentration
of L around L:
Lemma 1. ( [9, Lemma 8.4]) If the event ζξ with ξ P p0, 14 s
occurs, then we have
}L} ď 2.5, (50)
}L´ L} ď 2.5ξ. (51)
The following lemma provides conditions that ζξ occurs
with high probability. We use this lemma to complete our
proof.
Lemma 2. ( [9, Lemma 8.6]) If
L ě s c1ξ2 log2 18s
2
δ , (52)
then,
Prζξs ě 1´ δ. (53)
B. Showing that qprq and qprq are close on a grid
The goal of this section is to show that qprq and qprq are
close in a set of grid points Ω.
Lemma 3. Let Ω Ă r0, 1s2 be a finite set of points. Fix 0 ă
 ď 1 and δą 0. If
L ě s2 maxpc2log2p 12s|Ω|δ q logp 2pR`1q|Ω|δ q, (54)
c3 logp pR`1q|Ω|δ q logp 18s
2
δ qq,
then, P
„
max
rPΩ
1
κm`n
›››qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq›››
2
ď 

ě 1´ 4δ.
It is straightforward to verify that pm,nq-th partial derivative
of the dual polynomial qprq can be written as
1
κm`n q
pm,nqprq “
sÿ
j“1
G
pm,nq
p0,0q pr, rjqαj
` 1κGpm,nqp1,0q pr, rjqκβj ` 1κGpm,nqp0,1q pr, rjqκγj
“ pwpm,nqprqqHLΦ, (55)
where
(wpm,nqqHprq :“ 1κm`n rGpm,nqp0,0q pr, r1q, ..., Gpm,nqp0,0q pr, rsq,
1
κG
pm,nq
p1,0q pr, r1q, ..., 1κGpm,nqp1,0q pr, rsq,
1
κG
pm,nq
p0,1q pr, r1q, ..., 1κGpm,nqp0,1q pr, rsqs. (56)
Due to E
”
G
pm,nq
pm1,n1qpr, rjq
ı
“ Gpm`m1,n`n1qpr´ rjq, it holds
that E
“
wpm,nqprq‰ “ wpm,nqprq, where
(wpm,nqqHprq :“ 1κm`n rG
pm,nqpr ´ r1q, ..., Gpm,nqpr ´ rsq,
1
κG
pm`1,nqpr ´ r1q, ..., 1κG
pm`1,nqpr ´ rsq,
1
κG
pm,n`1qpr ´ r1q, ..., 1κG
pm,n`1qpr ´ rsqs. (57)
8Now, we can decompose (55) as follows
1
κm`n q
pm,nqprq “ pwpm,nqqHprqLΦ “ (wpm,nqqHprqLΦ
´ pwpm,nqprq ´wpm,nqqHLΦloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
I
pm,nq
1 prq
` (wpm,nq)HpL´ LqΦlooooooooooomooooooooooon
I
pm,nq
2 prq
“ 1κm`n qpm,nqprq ` Ipm,nq1 prq ` Ipm,nq2 prq. (58)
The following lemmas show that Ipm,nq1 prq and Ipm,nq2 prq are
small on a set of grid points Ω with high probability.
Lemma 4. Consider Ω Ă r0, 1s2 as a finite set of points and
assume that m` n ď 2. Then, we have
P
„
max
rPΩ
›››Ipm,nq1 prq›››
2
ě 

ď δ ` P
”
ζ1{4
ı
, @δ,  ą 0 (59)
provided L ě c22 slog2p 12s|Ω|δ q logp 2pR`1q|Ω|δ q.
Proof. See Appendix D.
Lemma 5. Let Ω Ă r0, 1s2 be a finite set of grid points and
m ` n ď 2. For all ξ, , δ ą 0, with ξ ď 
c3
c
logppR`1q |Ω|δ q
,
where c3 ď 14 , it holds that P
„
max
rPΩ
›››Ipm,nq2 ›››
2
ě  |ζξ

ď δ.
Proof. See Appendix E.
Now we can complete the proof of Lemma 3 by writing
P
„
max
rPΩ
1
κm`n
›››qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq›››
2
ě 2

“ P
„
max
rPΩ
1
κm`n
›››Ipm,nq1 prq ` Ipm,nq2 ›››
2
ě 2

ď P
„
max
rPΩ
1
κm`n
›››Ipm,nq1 prq›››
2
ě 

` P “ζξ‰
` P
„
max
rPΩ
1
κm`n
›››Ipm,nq2 prq›››
2
ě  |ζξ

ď 4δ, (60)
where we used the union bound and Lemmas 5, 4. By choosing
ξ “ c3 log´
1
2 ppR`1q |Ω|δ q, the condition in Lemma 2 becomes
L ě sp c1
c23
q logp2pR` 1qq logp 18s2δ q where c :“ c1c23 .
C. Showing that qprq and qprq are close for all r
In this part, benefiting Lemma 3, we want to show that
qpm,nqprq is close to qpm,nqprq for all r P r0, 1s2 with high
probability which is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let , δ ą 0. It holds that
max
rPr0,1s2,pm,nq:m`nď2
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq}2 ď 
(61)
with probability at least 1´ δ provided that
L ě sc2 log3
´
c1RL6
δ2
¯
. (62)
To prove, we first choose a set of sufficiently fine points in
Ω such that
max
rPr0,1s2
min
rgPΩ
}r ´ rg}8 ď 
3c˜L
5
2R
1
2
(63)
with cardinality
|Ω| “
´
3c˜L
5
2R
1
2

¯2 “ c1L5R2 . (64)
By using the union bound over all six pairs pm,nq obeying
m` n ď 2 and following Lemma 3, we find that
P
!
max
rgPΩ,m`nď2
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprgq ´ qpm,nqprgq}2 ď 3looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
E1
)
ě 1´ δ
2
. (65)
To prove that the same result holds for all r P r0, 1s2, it is
necessary to show that
P
!
max
rPr0,1s2,m`nď2
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq}2 ď c˜2L
3
2looooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon
E2
)
ě 1´ δ
2
,
(66)
which is proved in Appendix E-A. We also have PtE1XE2u ě
1 ´ δ. Since the event E1 X E2 implies the event (61) (see
Appendix F for the reason), Lemma 6 is concluded.
D. Showing that }qprq}2 ď 1 for all r R S
We begin with defining the following sets:
Ωfar :“ @r P r0, 1s2 : min
rjPS
}r ´ rj}8 ě 0.2447N (67)
Ωclose :“ @r R S, rj P S : 0 ď }r ´ rj}8 ď 0.2447N . (68)
The former argument (67) implies that the points are far from
rj while the latter (68) include points that are close to it. In
order to show that qprq in (39) satisfies (17), it is enough to
show that }qprq}2 ď 1 for @r P Ωfar and @r P Ωclose. To
proceed, suppose that L ě sc2 log3
´
c1RL6
δ2
¯
.
Lemma 7. }qprq}2 ď 1,@r P Ωfar with high probability.
To prove this, take  “ 0.002 in (61) to reach
}qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq}2 ď 0.002. (69)
By the triangular inequality, we have
}qpm,nqprq}2 ď }qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq}2 ` }qpm,nqprq}2
ď 0.9978, (70)
which verifies that }qprq}2 ď 1 for far r. For near r, we state
the following lemma.
Lemma 8. }qprq}2 ď 1,@r P Ωclose with high probability.
To prove this, assume without loss of generality that 0 P S
i.e. }r}8 ď 0.2447N . A sufficient condition for Lemma 8 to
hold, is to show that the Hessian matrix of }qprq}22, i.e.,
1
κ2H “ 1κ2
»—– B
2}qprq}22Bτ2
B2}qprq}22BτBν
B2}qprq}22BτBν
B2}qprq}22Bν2
fiffifl (71)
9is negative definite for all near r. For this to hold, we should
have
1
κ2 trpHq “ B
2
Bτ2
1
κ2 }qprq}22 ` B
2
Bν2
1
κ2 }qprq}22 ă 0 (72)
and
1
κ2 detpHq “
´
B2
Bτ2
1
κ2 }qprq}22
¯´
B2
Bν2
1
κ2 }qprq}22
¯
´
´
B2
BτBν
1
κ2 }qprq}22
¯2 ą 0. (73)
To find }qprq}2 and its derivatives, we need to borrow some
bounds from [18, Section, C.2] which states that @r P Ωclose
and N ě 512, we have
Gprq ě 0.8113, |Gp1,0qprq| ď 0.8113,
G
p2,0qprq ď ´2.097N2, |Gp1,1qprq| ď 0.6531N,
|Gp2,1qprq| ď 2.669N2, |Gp3,0qprq| ď 8.070N3. (74)
Introduce
Z
pm1,n1qprq :“
ÿ
rjPSz0
|Gpm1,n1qpr ´ rjq|. (75)
Again, based on [18, Table C.1], it holds that
Z
p0,0qprq ď 6.405ˆ 10´2, Zp1,0qprq ď 0.1047N,
Z
p2,0qprq ď 0.4019N, Zp1,1qprq ď 0.1642N2,
Z
p2,1qprq ď 0675N2, Zp3,0qprq ď 1.574N3, (76)
and we also have [18, Section C.1]
}αj}2 ď αmax “ 1` 5.577ˆ 10´2
}αj}2 ě αmin “ 1´ 5.577ˆ 10´2
}βj}2 ď βmax “ 2.93N ˆ 10´2
}γj}2 ď γmax “ 2.93N ˆ 10´2. (77)
We use the aforementioned formulas to obtain the bounds
}qprq}2 “ }
sÿ
j“1
G
p0,0qpr ´ rjqαj `Gp1,0qpr ´ rjqβj
`Gp0,1qpr ´ rjqγj}2 ď αmax
´
|Gp0,0qprq| ` Zp0,0qprq
¯
` 2βmax
´
|Gp1,0qprq| ` Zp1,0qprq
¯
ď 1.295` 0.0475N . (78)
For the derivatives of q, we have:
}qp1,0q}2 ď αmax
´
|Gp1,0qprq| ` Zp1,0qprq
¯
` βmax
´
|Gp2,0qprq| ` Zp2,0qprq
¯
` γmax
´
|Gp1,1qprq|
` Zp1,1qprq
¯
ď 0.08874` 0.2148N. (79)
Other derivatives can be obtained using similar steps as
follows:
}qp1,1q}2 ď 0.846N ` 0.213N2,
}qp2,0q}2 ď 0.5025N ` 3.8845N2. (80)
Now, we proceed (72) by writing
B2
Bτ2 } 1κqprq}22 “ BBτ 1κ2 xqp1,0qprq, qprqy “ 2} 1κqp1,0qprq}22
` 2κ2 Re
”´
qp2,0qprq
¯H
qprq
ı
, (81)
where the first term can be bounded as
} 1κqp1,0qprq}22 ď } 1κ
´
qp1,0qprq ´ qp1,0qprq
¯
}22
` } 1κqp1,0qprq}22 ď 2 ` 0.0141. (82)
The first inequality above comes from the triangular inequality
while the last one is based on Lemma 6, 79 and the fact that
κ2 ě pi23 N2. The second term in (81) can be bounded by:
1
κ2 Re
”´
qp2,0qprq
¯H
qprq
ı
“ Re
”
2
κ2
´
qp2,0qprq
´ qp2,0qprq ` qp2,0qprq
¯Hpqprq ´ qprq ` qprqqı “
Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp2,0qprq ´ qp2,0qprq
¯Hpqprq ´ qprqqı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp2,0qprq
¯H
qprq
ı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp2,0qprq ´ qp2,0qprq
¯H
qprq
ı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp2,0qprq
¯Hpqprq ´ qprqqı
ď 2 ´ 0.307` 1.129` 1.181
ď 2 ` 2.31´ 0.307. (83)
Substituting (83) and (82) into (81), yields to
1
κ2 trpHq ď 82 ` 9.24´ 1.1712. (84)
It is straightforward to verify that the above term is negative
by setting  ď 0.1. Next, we prove (73). The second term in
(73) can be written as
B
BτBν } 1κqprq}22 “ 2κ2 xqp1,0qprq, qp0,1qprqy
` 2κ2 xqp1,1qprq, qprqy. (85)
The upper-bound of the first term in (73) is obtained by
1
κ2 xqp1,0qprq, qp0,1qprqy “ Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp1,0qprq ´ qp1,0qprq
¯H
´
qp0,1qprq ´ qp0,1qprq
¯ı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp1,0qprq
¯H
qp0,1qprq
ı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp1,0qprq ´ qp1,0qprq
¯H
qp0,1qprq
ı
` Re
”
1
κ2
´
qp1,0qprq
¯H´
qp0,1qprq ´ qp0,1qprq
¯ı
ď 2 ` 0.238` 0.0736, (86)
where the last inequality follows from (61),(80) and the fact
that κ2 ě pi23 N2. By using similar steps as in (86), we reach
1
κ2 xqp1,1qprq, qprqy ď 2 ` 0.195` 0.0736. (87)
Substituting (86) and (87) into (85) yields to
B2
BτBν } 1κqprq}22 ď 42 ` 2.865` 0.175. (88)
By using the bound obtained for (88) and (81) and setting
 “ 0.05, (73) is satisfied. Finally, based on Lemmas 7 and 8,
we can show that }qprq}2 ď 1,@r P r0, 1s2 zS.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Set  “ 2.5ab and ∆wpm,nq :“ wpm,nqprq ´ wpm,nqprq.
For all a, b ě 0 we have
Prmax
rPΩ }I
pm,nq
1 prq}2 ě 2.5abs “ P
”
max
rPΩ }p∆w
pm,nqqHLΦ}2
ě 2.5ab
ı
ď P
”ď
rPΩ
!
}p∆wpm,nqqHLΦ}2 ě }LHp∆wpm,nqq}2b
)
Y
!
}LHp∆wpm,nqq}2 ě 2.5a
(ı ď P”ď
rPΩ
!
}p∆wpm,nqqHLΦ}2
ě }LH∆wpm,nq}2b
)
Y
!
}∆wpm,nq}2 ě a
)
Y
!
}L} ě 2.5
)ı
ď Pr}L} ě 2.5s `
ÿ
rPΩ
´
P
”
}p∆wpm,nqqHLΦ}2
pIqě }LHp∆wpm,nqq}2b
ı
` P
”
}∆wpm,nq}2 ě a
ı¯
ď Prζ 1
4
s ` pR` 1q|Ω|e´ b
2
8 ` P
”
}∆wpm,nq}2 ě a
ı
ď Prζ 1
4
s ` δ2 ` P
”
}∆wpm,nq}2 ě a
ı
, (89)
where pIq comes from the Hoeffding’s inequality given below.
Lemma 9. [11](Heoffding’s inequality for vectors) Consider
the rows of Φ P CsˆR be i.i.d. on the complex hyper-
sphere SR´1 with zero mean. Then, for all LH∆wpm,nq P
Cs, LH∆wpm,nq ‰ 0 and b ě 0,
Pp}p∆wpm,nqqHLΦ}2 ě }LH∆wpm,nq}2bq ď pR` 1qe
´b2
8 .
By using pR ` 1q|Ω|e´b
2
8 ď δ2 , we obtain b “b
8 log 2pR` 1q |Ω|δ .
By using [9, Section 8.3.1] and choosing Pr}∆wpm,nq}2 ě
as ď δ2 and a “
b
3s
L 12
3
2 c1p c
2
2
c q, we proceed (89) as follows:
P
”
max
rPΩ }I
pm,nq
1 prq}2 ě 360c1p c
2
2?
c
q
b
s
L
log
´
12s|Ω|
δ
¯c
log
´
2pR`1q|Ω|
δ
¯ı
ď δ ` Ppζ 1
4
q “ 2δ (90)
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 5:
By the union bound:
P
”
max
rPΩ }I
pm,nq
2 prq}2 ě 
ˇˇ
ζξ
ı
ď
ÿ
rPΩ
P
”
}pwpm,nqprqqHpL´ LqΦ}2 ě 
ˇˇ
ζξ
ı
ď
ÿ
rPΩ
P
”
}pwpm,nqprqqHpL´ LqΦ}2
ě }pL´ LqHwpm,nqprq}2 pc2ξq
ı
ď |Ω|pR` 1qe´
p pc2ξq q
2
8 ď δ.
(91)
A. Proof of (66)
We first find an upper-bound for }qpm,nqprq}2 as follows:
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq}2 “ }pwpm,nqqHLΦ}2 ď }L}}Φ}}wpm,nq}2
ď }L}}Φ}F }wpm,nq}2 ď }L}?s
?
3s}wpm,nq}8
ď }L}s?3 max
j,pm1,n1qPtp0,0,q,p1,0q,p0,1qu
|Gpm,nqpm1,n1qpr,rjq|
κm`m1`n1`n , (92)
where we used the fact that }Φ} ď }Φ}F and for all r and
all rj we have [9, Equation 8.66]:
|Gpm,nqpm1,n1qpr,rjq|
κm`m1`n1`n ď c112
3
2
?
L}x}22. (93)
By replacing (93) into (92) and using s ď L, we have
}qpm,nqprq}2
κm`n ď 72c1L
3
2 }L}}x}22. Thus, by taking c˜2 “p2.5q¨ p3q¨ p72qc1,
P
”
max
rPr0,1s2,m`nď2
}qpm,nqprq}2 ě c˜2L
3
2
ı
ď Pr}L}}x}22 ě p2.5q¨ p3qs
ď Pr}L} ě 2.5s ` Pr}x}22 ě 3s ď δ2 , (94)
where we used the fact that Pr}x}22 ě 3s ď δ4 [9, Equation
8.69]. The last inequality follows from Pr}L} ě 2.5s ď
Prζ 1
4
s ď δ4 (from Lemma 1).
APPENDIX F
THE REASON THAT E1 , E2 IMPLY (61)
Let rg be the closest points in Ω to r with respect to `8-
measure. By the triangle inequality:
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq}2
ď 1κm`n
”
}qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprgq}2
` }qpm,nqprgq ´ qpm,nqprgq}2
` }qpm,nqprgq ´ qpm,nqprq}2
ı
. (95)
Next, we obtain upper-bounds for the composing terms of the
above relation, separately. For the first term, we have:
}qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprgq}2 ď
?
R max
i
|qpm,nqprq´
qpm,nqprgq|i. (96)
We proceed (96) by writing
|qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprgq|i “ |qpm,nqpτ, νq ´ qpm,nqpτ, νgq
` qpm,nqpτ, νgq ´ qpm,nqpτg, νgq|i
ď |qpm,nqpτ, νq ´ qpm,nqpτ, νgq|i
` |qpm,nqpτ, νgq ´ qpm,nqpτg, νgq|i
ď |ν ´ νg|sup
z
|qpm,n`1qpτ, zq|i
` |τ ´ τg|sup
z
|qpm`1,nqpz, νgq|i
ď |ν ´ νg|2piNsup
z
}qpm,nqpτ, zq}2
` |τ ´ τg|2piNsup
z
}qpm,nqpz, τq}2, (97)
11
where in the last step, we used Bernstein’s polynomial inequal-
ity [27, Corollary 8]. Substituting (66) into (97), we reach
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprgq}2
ď c˜2L
5
2R
1
2 p|τ ´ τg| ` |ν ´ νg|q
ď c˜L 52R 12 }r ´ rg}8 ď 3 . (98)
Similarly, we have
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprgq ´ qpm,nqprq}2 ď 3 . (99)
Substituting (65), (98), (99) into (95) leads to
1
κm`n }qpm,nqprq ´ qpm,nqprq}2 ď  (100)
for all pm,nq : m` n ď 2 and for all r P r0, 1s2.
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